Desmoplastic infantile astrocytoma and characteristics of the accompanying cyst. Case report.
A desmoplastic infantile astrocytoma (DIA) is an extremely rare tumor that comprises a solid astrocytic tumor accompanied by a large cyst and involves the superficial cerebral cortex and leptomeninges in infants. The solid part of this type of tumor has been well described in various reports and books, but characteristics of the cystic portion have remained unclear. Because adequate resection is required to ensure a favorable prognosis, information about the cyst is very important for diagnostic purposes and surgical planning. The authors report on the clinical and histological features of the cyst in a case of a DIA. A 12-month-old boy presented with vomiting. Contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging revealed a strongly enhancing single-lobed large cyst located in the deep white matter, under the solid part of the tumor attached to the dura mater of the left frontal lobe. Both the solid and cystic portions of the tumor were surgically removed. The border between the cyst wall and surrounding white matter was unclear. Histologically, the cyst wall was composed of gliosis representing a rough accumulation of reactive astrocytes, lymphocytes, and small capillary vessels in edematous parenchyma, but no tumor cells. The present case and previous reports suggest that the cyst does not contain tumor cells, even if strongly depicted on contrast-enhanced neuroimaging, and that a thickly enhancing cyst wall indicates gliosis with accumulation of numerous small vessels.